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Review Identifies Flaws in High-Profile “Gold
Standard” Study Used to Market TFA

Andrew Brantlinger is a former public school math teacher who is now an associate professor at the University of Maryland’s Department of Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership. Earlier in his academic career, he worked with data concerning the New York City
Teaching Fellows alternative certification program. So Brantlinger was intrigued when, six
years ago, the federal Institute of Education (IES) Sciences published a report entitled, The
effectiveness of secondary math teachers from Teach For America and the Teaching Fellows programs, finding that Teach for America corps members significantly out-performed
other teachers at their high-poverty schools. This IES-funded high-profile study, which was
authored by researchers at Mathematica, a non-partisan research organization, is prominently featured in TFA promotional material.
TFA selects high-achieving college graduates and places them in these high-poverty schools
after several weeks of preparation. Although the TFA corps members start off uncertified,
the placement is followed by ongoing, on-the-job support, and many do eventually gain
standard certification.
Brantlinger was eventually able to obtain the data used in the IES/Mathematica study and,
along with co-author and University of Maryland doctoral candidate Matthew Griffin, he
was able to perform a secondary analysis of the study data.
In a Review Worth Sharing published today by the National Education Policy Center,
Brantlinger and Griffin explain that the original analysis was flawed in three primary ways:
•

First-year Teach for America teachers were under-represented in the study (while second-year corps members were over-represented). This matters because teachers typically make considerable professional growth in their initial years on the job.

•

Poorly qualified teachers were over-represented in the comparison group. For example, nationwide, 80 percent of 8 th grade math teachers at high-poverty schools are fully
certified. Yet just 40 percent of the comparison group were fully certified, while 58
percent of the TFA teachers in the study were fully certified. Keep in mind that alter-
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native-certification programs, by definition, generally place teachers in schools before
they are certified—making the situation studied here difficult to generalize. This may
limit the study’s applicability to other schools and also bias the results in TFA’s favor.
•

TFA teachers were likely trained to teach to the exams used as study outcomes, since
such an approach is part of the program. The study did not account for this likely
alignment between the outcome measure and the TFA focus.

Despite assertions to the contrary on TFA’s website and promotional materials and by the
authors of the Mathematica report, the effect size identified by the study was small—certainly small enough to be explained by these three flaws in data and methods.
The Mathematica study was designed as an experiment, with students randomly assigned
to matched pairs of TFA and comparison teachers. Randomization studies are sometimes
described as the “gold standard” for research because they reduce the odds that treatment
and control groups are not comparable. However, as Brantlinger and Griffin’s analysis
highlights, the on-the-ground reality of experimental studies does not always translate into
unbiased comparison groups in real-world schools. And in cases in which the participants
may be anomalous (e.g., control group teachers who are less qualified than typical non-TFA
teachers), the study results may not be generalizable to other TFA-employing schools.
Brantlinger said he conducted his analysis because, as a former Chicago Public Schools math
teacher who has observed TFA math classrooms many times, he was concerned about the
potential impact if the study did, indeed, turn out to have important flaws.
“I’m not against alternative certification,” he told us. He continued:
But it bothered me that TFA was parading this around. It bothered me because
the organization gets so much federal and private money [and] in part because
they say, ‘we’ve got proven evidence that our teachers are better.’ I think that
the Mathematica study is not sufficient evidence.
He added, “I’ve been in a lot of these classrooms. Some TFA corps members are well meaning. Some become good math teachers. But a lot of them are really under-prepared, especially in mathematics.”
NEPC occasionally publishes reviews it has not commissioned because we believe they contribute to our
goal of helping policymakers, reporters, and others assess the social science merit of reports and judge their
value in guiding policy. These reviews have not gone through NEPC’s editorial process. The views, analyses,
and conclusions expressed in them belong entirely to the authors. As is the case with NEPC Reviews, NEPC
encourages the authors of the reviewed reports to engage with these additional reviews, consistent with our
core belief that readers benefit from healthy, substantive exchanges of ideas and contentions.
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